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PROPHETIC PERIOD; MEDINA 

Chapter IV  

 

ARRIVAL PF PROPHET MUHAMMED  

� During Muhammad’s long and exhausting trip itself, the news reached his companions in yathrib 

that he had migrated from Makah in order to join them. 

� Finally on Monday sept 23 622 AD. Prophet and Abu baker arrived at medina.  

� Islam had already spread in yathrib and muslim had gathered much strength even before the 

migration of the prophet. 

� The women and children sang songs to show how glad they were see him. 

� Prophet stayed in Quba which is a place at the entrance of madina for 4 days. 

� And prophet bult there the first mosque known as Masjid al Quba  

� On the first Friday after his arrival the prophet led the congregational prayer. 

� The migration from of the prophet from Makka to Madina is known as Hijra, 

� After this many of the wealthiest men invited him to come and live with them 

� But he refused and pointing to his camel Qaswa, and said “let her go her way because she know that 

his should stay” 

� The prophet camel continued to move until it stopped at a place that belonged to two orphans of 

najjar tribe named sahal  and Suhail.  

� Accepting the request of the owners of the place the prophet decided to build mosque there. 

� While mosque was being erected, the prophet stayed in the house of Abu Ayub Al  ANSARI.  

� Apart of it was covered with ceiling made of data palm trunks and leaves. 

� It consisted of a vast courtyard surrounded by 4 walls. 

� One side of the structure was used as the residence of the prophet and his family. 

� Another part was devoted to shelter the poor.  

� The mosque came to known as Masjid al Nabavi  

Madinath-u-Nabi  

� With the Hijra the makkan period ended and madinan period began. 
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� TheS hijra was the turning point of Islam. 

� The name of the city of yathrib was changed to Madinath al nabi the city of prophet.  

� Islam removed the age long enmity between the tribes of Aws and Khazraj and they were given the 

respectful designation of Ansar(helpers) and the migrant were called Muhajirs.  

� The muhajirs were needed some sort of relief as they have reached madina leaving their valuables 

and their beloved ones. 

� To ensure the economic security of the muhajirs and to established brotherly relation between 

Ansars, prophet united muhajirs and ansars.  

�  The Ansars volunteered to share the half of what they possessed with the Muhajirs.  

Declaration of brotherhood  

� The various tribes and clans of madina were competing with one another. 

� They were desire for peace and freedom from the hostilities which had torn them apart in the past. 

� The prophet insisted that each emigrant would be accepted by the Ansars regardless of age, 

kinship and place of birth.  

� Then prophet formed a community there. 

� The prophet`s proclamation transformed that bond into real fraternity. 

� After reaching madina prophet muhammed introduced a charter, sometime it’s called the 

constitution of madina.  

� The charter outlined the right and duties of all citizens in madina and the relationship of muslim 

community with other community.  

Medina charter (sahifathul madina)  

Major provisions of madina charter.  

• This is the document from  Prophet Muhammed for all peoples of yathrib and  They formed one 

nation and Yathrib was the capital of the nation.  

• In case of war with anybody they will treat their prisoners with kindles and justice common 

among believers   

• Each tribe will decide the blood money within themselves, according their existing custom. 

•  A believer will not make the freed man of another believer as his ally against wishes of the other 

believers 

• The believers who fear allah will oppose the rebellious elements and those that encourage 

injustice or sin, or enmity or corruption among believers 
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•  The weakest among believers may be given protection 

 

•  Those  Jews who follow the believers will be helped and will be treated with equality. 

•  No Jews will be wronged for being a jews. 

•  The enemies of those jews who follow us will not be helped. 

• . The peace of the believers of the state of madina cannot be divided. There should not be division 

among the citizen in the respect to war and peace.  

• When you differ on anything (regarding this document) the matter shall be referred to the 

prophet.  

•  The Jews will contribute towards the war when fighting alongside the believers.  

•  The Jews have their religion. This will also apply to their freedmen. The expedition will be those 

who act unjustly and sinfully. 

•  Loyalty gives protection against treachery 

•  Those in alliance with the jews will be given the same treatment as the jews.   

•  No one shall go to war without the permission of the prophet .if anything wrong has been done to 

any person or party, it may be avenged. 

•  A man will not be made liable for misdeeds of his ally 

•  The parties of this pet are bound to help each other in the event if an attack of yathrib  

•  A women will be given protection only with the consent of her family (guardian)  

•  This document will not ( be employed to) protect one  who is unjust or commits a crime ( against 

other parties of the pact) 

•  A stranger (individual) who has been given protection ( by anyone party to this pact ) will be treated 

as his host ( who has given him protection) while  ( he is ) doing no harm and is not committing any 

crime . Those given protection but including in anti – state activities will be liable to punishment. 

Battle of badr-624  

� The hostility of qurish towards the prophet and his followers did not decrease even after the Hijra.  

� The retaliation of the Muslims led to the first battle of  the history of islam which known as the 

battle of Badr.  

� The qurish organised an expedition against muslims  

� Makkan army consisted of 950 infantry 100 horses and 170 camels.  

� The force was led by Abu Jahal ,Utba and Umayyah.  

� The prophet proceeded to badr with 313 people with only 2 horses and 70 camels.  

� They proceeded to Badr about 80 miles from madina and they met the qurish on 13
th

 march 624.  
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� Both forces fought valiantly but ultimately muslim got apprehend  

� The makkan were driven back, 70 of them died and large number of them were taken prisoners.  

� The muslims side lost 14 warriors.  

� The prisoners were handling with kindles and the muhajirs were very generous in their treatment.  

� The wealthy prisoners were permit to pay ransom and were go free.  

� The others were asked to teach ten Madinates each how to read and write, this was counted as 

their ransom. 

� So Madinates  was the best example generous and  human treatment towards prisoners.  

Result of the war  

o The victory of badr was truly a turning point in the history of islam  

o Increased prophets physical strength. 

o A treasury was established  

o The support for the prophet muhammed rise considerably in madina. 

o Then prophet was a political leader not only the believers but of the entire of madina. 

Battle of Uhd( 625) 

� The humiliation and fury of the qurish at their defeat at badr were infinite.  

� Their whole energy was aroused and they commenced preparation for another attack upon 

muslims.  

� In March 625 the makkan force consisting of 3000 well equipped solders under the command of 

abusufyan marched towards madina and occupied a montage point near the hill of uhd, a short 

distance from madina.  

� The prophet marched with 1000 man.  

�  On the way Abdullah ibn ubayy the chief of the khazraj tribe with 300 of his follower’s 

withdrawal the Muslim camp and prophet was left with only 700 man.  

� Muhammed took up his possession below the hill and the army arrayed in fighting formation and 

50 archers under Abdullah ibn jabir were posted at to the guard on the height of the hill to guard 

the army from any attack from rear.  

� The war started, the makkan army again started losing their ground.  

� When makkan army retreated in disorder the Muslims started gathering the spoils of war.  
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� Thinking that the war was over  the 50 archers guarding the passage in the hill left their  posts to 

gather the spoils, even against the order of their leader Abdullah ibn Jabir.  

� So, Khalid ibn Walid the leader of the qurish cavalry who was waiting for such an opportunity 

launched a surprise attack from rear and Muslim army got scattered.  

� The war started, the makkan army again started losing their ground.  

� When makkan army retreated in disorder the Muslims started gathering the spoils of war.  

� Thinking that the war was over  the 50 archers guarding the passage in the hill left their  posts to 

gather the spoils, even against the order of their leader Abdullah ibn Jabir.  

� So, Khalid ibnWalid the leader of the qurish cavalry who was waiting for such an opportunity 

launched a surprise attack from rear and Muslim army got scattered.  

The Jews and the prophet. 

� For long time the Jews had been the masters of madina. 

� The tribes of the Aws and Khazraj settled there later. 

� Gradually these tribes gathered strength and equalled the Jews power and prestige. 

� The Jews people vary prosperous and they widely used Interest  

� But the supremacy of the  Jews threatened with the emergence of the Islam in madina. 

� The prophet tried to best maintain friendly relation with them. 

� But they tried  the rift between the tribes of Aws and Khazraj. 

� Some jews would accept islam one day and renounced it the next day, they were called 

munafiqeen. 

� The growing power of the muslim after their victory of Badr, so the Jews enmity and jealousy 

increased. 

� The banukainuqa the of powerful of the Jewish tribe was the first to resign  from the alliance of 

Muslims. 

� After the battle  of Uhd the prophet expelled the banu kainuqa from the city of medina for violating 

the pact with the Islamic state and conspiring with the enemies. 

� The expel enraged its sister tribe the banu Nadir in Khaiber.  

�  Encouraged by the makkans and Abdullah ibnUbayy they plotted to kill the prophet.  

�  Being the aware of the conspiracy the muslims surrounded their massive forts and at last they 

surrendered.  

�  Like banukainuqa, Banu Nadir also were exiled to khaiber , the nearby hilly area of madina.  
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Battle of Ditch or khandaq(627) 

� On the defeat of Khyber the banu Nadir determined to take revenge upon Muslims.  

� They allied with the makkens and a confederation army under the leadership of the qurish 

marched towards madina in March 627 A D.  

� Abu sufyan was the chief of the army of confederation.  

� Muslim consisted 3000 man and confederation were 10000.  

� So under the direction of a Persian named salman al farisi, the Muslims dug a huge ditch around 

the city of madina.  

� So the coalition army started their siege on the city of madina and it continued about one month.  

� But ultimately their attempt failed and they withdrew from the city of madina.  

� According to the terms of the madina charter banuquraiza were bound to assist the Muslims 

against outside of aggression.  

� But not to speak of assisting the Muslims or remaining neutral, they sided with the makkans and 

joined the besieging on the city. As soon the siege of their town was lifted, the Muslims 

surrounded banuQuriza fortress.  

� For some time banuQuriza resisted but they ultimately opened the gates of their fortress and 

surrendered to the muslims.  

The Hudaibiyya Treaty 628 

• in the year 628 A D . the prophet decided to perform hajj, the annual pilgrimage to makkah in the 

company of 1400 muslims. 

• But qurish did not allow them to enter the city of makkah and so the muslim encamped at 

Hudaibiyya. 

• The prophet sent an emissary to the qurish and to negotiate a peace agreement. 

• But the qurish lent no ear to it. 

• At last Uthman was sent to pursue the qurish to into a treaty  

• The news spread that he had been killed by the qurish. 

• At the time the muslim camp take a pledge (baiath) against the qurish. 

• This pledge known as bai`ath ridhwan.  

• However it was later learned the news of Uthaman murder was not correct. 
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•  After the considerable difficulty the muslim was ultimately signed with the qurish on the following 

terms. 

1. The muslim should return to madina that year , without doing the pilgrimage.  

2. They could return the next year but their stay shouldn’t exceed three days and Muslims should 

not bring any arms with them except sheathed sword.  

3. Muslim residing makkah would not be allowed to migrate to madina, but if any muslim wanted to 

settle in makkah , he should not be prevent from doing so.  

4. Any idolater or makkanmuslim emigrated to madina will be allowed to go back, but a muslim of 

madina emigrated to makkah will not be allow to madina.  

5. Any tribe of Arabia will be free to join any of the parties of the pact.  

6. War will be suspended for ten years.  

Result of the Hudaibiya pact 

� On account of their family relationship and trade connections, the makkans started to visiting 

madina and many of them stayed there for several months. 

� So many idolatry people of makkah could understand the massage of Islam and accepted Islam. 

� Arabian Peninsula was peaceful after the pact.  

� In this period Khalid ibn walid and Amr IbnAas accepted Islam. 

� The year of 629 is known as the year of delegation (sanath alwufud.) as the prophet began to send 

delegators to different countries of the world.  

Fall of Makkah630  A D. 

� In 630 A D. the banu khuzza an ally of the muslims was attacked by the banuBakr, the ally of Qurish. 

� The prophet sent an emissary to the qurish to pursue t hem to accept any of the following 

conditions. 

I. Compensation should be paid to the next of kin of the massacred people of BanuKhuza                       

II. The qurish should break their alliance with the banu bakr  

III. The treaty of Hudaibiyya should be declared null and void.  

� The qurish accepted the last alternative. So the prophet marched with 10000 men towards makkah 

and encamped at short distance from the city. 

� The makkan sent a few scout including Abu sufayan find out the strength of the muslim army, but 

ended up in the unexpected capture of abusufyan by muslims force.  

� The Muslims were well treated abusufyan at last he accepted Islam. 
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� Eventually the prophet Muhammad entered the city without resistance. 

� Indeed that was the great victory of Islam. 

� It is  often compared to the Blood less revolution of England 

� Then the makkan people accepted Islam en masses. 

� The prophet cleared of all the idols from ka`aba. 

Farewell Pilgrimage. 

� In the year 632 A D.  The prophet intended to perform hajj along his companions. 

�  He decided to celebrate the hajj on large scale. 

� These massages were sent to whole part of Arabia of asking the Muslims to gather at medina for the 

purpose of proceeding to Makah for pilgrimage. 

� After the completing his hajj, the prophet addressed the people who assembled in the ground of 

Arafa  

� The last sermon of the prophet.Oh people, lend me an attentive ear, for I know not whether after 

this year, I shall even be amongst you again. Therefore listen to what I am saying to you very 

carefully and take these words to those who could not be present here today.  

� O people just as you regard this month, this day, and this city as sacred, so regard the life and 

property of every Muslim as a sacred trust. Hurt no one may hurt you… God has forbidden you to 

take usury (interest)  

�  Oh people it’s true  that you have certain right with regard to women, but they also have right over 

you….  

�    Oh people listen to me in earnest, worship of God, perform your 5 daily prayer, fast during the 

month of Ramadan, and offer zakath, perform hajj…  

� All mankind is from Adam and havva..an Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab, nor does a non-

Arab have any superiority over an Arab. White has no superiority over black, nor does a black have 

any superiority over white.  

� Oh people  no prophet will come after me, and new no faith will be born reason well, therefore  oh 

people and understand words which I convey to you . I leave behind me two things the Quran and 

sunnath, and if you follow these you will never go astray.  

�    All those who listen to me shall pass on my words to others and those to other again,  be my 

witness  oh God ,that I have conveyed your massage to your people.  

�  Thus the prophet completes his final sermon and upon it, near the summit of Arafa, the revelation 

comes down. ….” This day I have perfected your religion for you completed.”  

�  the speech of prophet was considered  as the real example of humanity,     
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� At last he died  in June 8 622 AD  

Prophet Muhammad Reformer and Statesman. 

• Muhammad was the great religious figure, teacher, whose remarkable character and personality 

inspired generations. 

• He was one of the great examples of diplomacy and statesmanship.  

• The followers of the prophet found him righteous, trustworthy, pious, compassionate and honest.  

• He has served as an ideal model for Muslim life. 

• Muslims look to Muhammad example for guidance in all aspect of life , how to treat friends as well 

as enemies, what to eat and drink, how to make peace and war and so on.....  

•  Prophet reformed customs and practices: old ways were modified, eliminated or replaced by the 

new regulation. 

•  He served both religious and political leader of medina, prophet, ruler, military commander, chief 

judge and law giver. 

As a Social reformer 

• Prophet Muhammad was not the founder of Islam, he did not  start a new religion , he came as a 

religious reformer. 

• The prophet brought a revolution in Arabian life, and reformed both social and religious systems 

• He discourages polytheism and encourages monotheism from the society. 

• Superstitious practices and idolatry were uprooted from the society.  

• Prophet rejected some existing beliefs, and reformed some practices to Islamic norms and values.  

• Rituals such as the annual pilgrimage,(hajj) and prayer( salat) re introduced. 

• Ka`ba remained the sacred centre but all idols were removed.  

•  He introduced some moral orders and social orders and laws.  

Prophet Muhammed As a Statesman 

� The prophet was the great example of statesmanship. 

�  He developed existing systems  of  law, education, military and social services  

� The medina community formed a total framework of state, society and culture under the leader 

ship of Prophet Muhammad.  

� Prophet consolidating in Arabian Peninsula after the conquest of Makah.  
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� Emissary was sent an alliance formed with surrounding tribes and rulers.  

� The Bedouin tribes of Arabia were united through a combination of force and diplomacy.  

� Islam spared both faith and a socio political system.  

� The Madina charter was the greatest example for his statesmanship, and it offers to  Madinan 

peoples many rights and duties.  
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